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A Million Streams and Nothing to Watch?
Reelgood and JustWatch to the Rescue!
More and more of us now get our video content from
streaming services. But unlike the “good old days,” you can’t
just look at TV Guide to see what TV shows and movies are
on. (Nor do you have to adjust your 19-inch TV’s rabbit ears
or climb on the roof to move the antenna, so no
complaining.) Sure, most of these services have at least passable
browsing and search capabilities (albeit tainted by user-hostile
interfaces—see “#DeathToAutoPlay—No More Audio and
Video That Plays Automatically!,” 6 February 2019), but
you never know which service has the show you want.
Apple has tried to solve this with the Apple TV app, but since not every service (mainly Netflix)
participates, it’s just an extra, unhelpful layer. And Netflix itself doesn’t make content easy to find. It often
seems like Netflix shows you what it wants you to see instead of what you want to see. To a degree, that
makes sense. Netflix would prefer that you get hooked on its original shows, instead of something like
Friends that it has to pay $100 million per year for and will lose anyway.
I used to use the Can I Stream It? Web site to find content, but it seems to have been abandoned. As it
turns out, there are a number of these services now, but two have been recommended to us: Reelgood
and JustWatch. Both are free to use, offer iOS apps, and don’t require an account, though they provide
more features to those who sign up.
We found that it’s usually worth checking both services to find the content you want to watch, since
both have gaps in their data. Here’s what they help you do.
Search Across Multiple Streaming Services
The marquee feature of both Reelgood and JustWatch is that they can search across multiple streaming
services for content. How many? By our count, Reelgood is the clear winner on that metric, searching 71
services, while JustWatch searches across just 47. The reason for the difference is that Reelgood supports
more streaming services tied to TV
channels, like Adult Swim, BBC
America, and Fox. Reelgood also
supports anime streaming service
Crunchyroll and independent
movie service IndieFlix while
JustWatch doesn’t.
You might think of this as an
instant win for Reelgood, but not so
fast. Although JustWatch doesn’t
have as extensive a database or as
slick an interface, its search results
are often more useful. For instance,
if you search for the 1980s sitcom
Who’s the Boss? on Reelgood, you Reelgood looks good but requires additional clicking around
Continued on page 4
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Club News
Announcements
Advanced notice
This is a quick reminder that in August we will have our annual pizza party. So mark your calendars! BTW: - The location has not
been finalized yet. An announcement will be made when the room has been reserved.

Door Prizes For The July Meeting:
Fisheye lens
Procreate books
$25 gift card
Apple backpack
non-slip pad
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first have to click the search result, and then drill down into the specific season you
want.
As it turns out, the only place to stream Who’s the Boss? is Crackle. Reelgood tells me
that Crackle has four seasons available when it only has two. Meanwhile, JustWatch
correctly tells me from the search results page that it’s on Crackle and there are only
two seasons.
Look for a Show by Browsing Genres
A lot of times, when you turn on the TV, you know exactly what you want to
watch. But sometimes you don’t, so it’s useful to have a way to browse content by
genre.
Reelgood enables this with a filterable list, which you can filter by genre, media
type (movie or TV show), and service. The selection of genres offered by Reelgood is
surprisingly broad, including categories like
alien, apocalypse, Greece, robot, tank, and
time travel (I wonder if there’s a movie that
hits all of those?).
You can sort the results of browsing or
searching by title, year, IMDB rating, and
Rotten Tomatoes rating. Annoyingly,
although Reelgood includes an age rating,
you can’t sort by it.
You can also switch the Reelgood title list
to Grid layout, which retains the sort option
from list layout, but even more interesting is
its Best layout, which sorts by a Reelgood
100-point score that seems to combine
IMDB and Rotten Tomatoes ratings.

JustWatch isn’t quite as pretty, but it seems a bit more
direct and accurate.

Look at all those genres in Reelgood!

Click column headers to sort Reelgood’s title list by a variety of options
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Completely at a loss for what to watch? Let Reelgood’s Netflix Roulette pick for you. Choose a genre, a media type, an IMDB score, or a Rotten
Tomatoes score and click Spin. Click Watch to go directly to that entry on Netflix.

“Feeling lucky?”
In comparison, JustWatch is again all about expediency. From its home page, you can filter its entire title list by media type, release year, genre,
price, rating, and yes, age rating.
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JustWatch lets you filter the available titles right from its home page.
Unfortunately, JustWatch’s genre list pales in
comparison to what Reelgood offers.
Find All Titles Related to a Particular Person
Maybe you want to watch something with a
particular actor or director. The obvious thing to do is
search. Unfortunately, this doesn’t work well with
Reelgood. Searching for “Tarantino” brings up a few
movies with the name in the title and some unrelated
stuff. JustWatch works significantly better—searching
JustWatch doesn’t provide many genres.
for “Tarantino” mostly brings up his movies, along with
a few tangentially related titles.
Browsing through a particular person’s work operates similarly on both services: pull up a title involving that person and click their name.
Reelgood makes that more accessible, thanks to headshots and generous spacing.

Reelgood’s Cast & Crew list is attractive and easily navigated.
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As with so many other things, JustWatch’s Cast list is less fancy.
Although Reelgood makes it
easier to get to a person’s
filmography, JustWatch’s results
once again provide more
capabilities on a single screen,
listing stream, rent, and buy
options for all available services and
letting you filter the results by all
the aforementioned criteria.
Reelgood presents a table just like
the genre table described above,
which you can switch to Grid or
Best layout.
Make a Watchlist
People like making watchlists
(even if they seldom watch what
they put on them) for tracking
what they want to see and may
wish to watch again. JustWatch’s
watchlist feature is straightforward:
click the bookmark icon on a title
to add it. You don’t need an
account to create or maintain a
watchlist, just to sync it between
devices. The JustWatch watchlist
displays movies and TV shows side
JustWatch’s artist detail screen is overly busy but gives a lot of options in one place.
by side, though you can filter them
with the usual JustWatch options.
Reelgood doesn’t offer a unified watchlist. Instead, it provides three: one for TV shows, another for movies you want to see, and a third for movies
you’ve seen. That complexity can be irritating, but it pays off when tracking TV shows.
When you add a TV series to your Reelgood list (by moving your mouse pointer over a title and clicking Track Series), the service asks whether
you’ve seen All, Some, or None of a series. If you click Some, Reelgood prompts you to select the last episode you watched. That makes it easy to

Reelgood helps you track where in a TV series you are.
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watch the next episode when you select that series in your TV show list. Both services notify you when added items appear on your services or when
your tracked TV shows get new episodes.
Find Titles about to Expire in Reelgood
Reelgood can keep you apprised of changes to
your streaming service lineup with its New,
Coming, Leaving feature. A lot of times titles will
leave a streaming service before you even knew they
were there, so this feature helps you catch those
gems before they disappear. Likewise, you can filter
by New On to see what has arrived recently, or
Coming To to see what to look for in the future. I
have a knack for renting movies just before they hit
streaming, so I particularly appreciate this list.
JustWatch has no equivalent.
Track Price Drops with JustWatch
In the “turnabout is fair play” category, the
JustWatch iOS app has a tab that tracks price drops

Peer into the future with Reelgood’s New, Coming, Leaving feature.
of purchases and rentals from services like iTunes, Amazon, and Google Play. You have to select
the services you like to purchase from at the top for results to show. Reelgood has no equivalent.
More Than Pretty Faces
On the surface, Reelgood’s designers have created a better overall interface, especially for
browsing, whereas JustWatch’s filters can help you quickly find things you might want to
watch. My impression is that JustWatch provides better search results, but if you don’t find
what you want on one service, it pays to check the other, since both have strengths and
weaknesses.
The good news is that both services are free, so you can easily give them both a try, even without
creating an account. If you find that you greatly prefer one over the other, you can sign up (also
for free) to track your favorite shows and keep up with what you’ve already watched.
How useful Reelgood and JustWatch will be to you depends in part on how you get your TV
and movies.

Turn to the JustWatch iOS app to track
rental and purchase price drops.
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DOOR PRIZE WINNERS
For The June 2019 Meeting
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Macs & macOS
Stop Using Your 2015 15-inch MacBook Pro

by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has issued a voluntary recall for certain 15-inch MacBook Pro units sold
primarily between September 2015 and February 2017. These are older-model
MacBook Pros that predate the Thunderbolt 3 models that Apple now ships.
Apple said that it “has determined that, in a limited number of older generation
15-inch MacBook Pro units, the battery may overheat and pose a fire safety risk.” To
see an example of what Apple is talking about, check out the video on Cory Andersen’s
Reddit post and tweet, which shows his MacBook Pro spewing smoke, with clear
burn marks on his wooden deck. We certainly hope Apple will be giving Cory a new
15-inch MacBook Pro for his trouble.
For this reason, Apple says that if you have an affected MacBook Pro, you should
stop using it immediately and turn it over to Apple or an Apple Authorized Service
Provider for a free battery replacement. To see if your 15-inch MacBook Pro is included in the recall, enter your MacBook Pro’s serial number on
Apple’s recall page.
Apple Expands Its Repair Partnership with Best Buy
by JOSH CENTERS
Apple has announced that it has expanded its repair partnership with Best Buy, making every store (nearly 1000) across the United States an
Apple Authorized Service Provider. The move is aimed at addressing complaints that Apple
can’t keep up with the number of device repairs needed.
But should you take a broken Apple device to Best Buy to be fixed? Apple said in its
announcement that Best Buy uses genuine parts and that Apple backs every repair. Best Buy
says it can do screen repairs, battery replacements, and more, often with same-day service,
although the fine print on Best Buy’s press release acknowledges that “certain repairs may
require a longer mail-in exchange process,” presumably to Apple. In such cases, you may be
better off sending the device to Apple yourself.
That said, even Best Buy locations recommended by Apple Support have turned me away
when I’ve sought to have devices repaired in the past, and other TidBITS contributors have
stories of Best Buy’s Geek Squad techs being unable to resolve standard repair problems.
Developer Michael Tsai wonders if Best Buy will be able to perform MacBook Pro keyboard replacements in-house and if the company will
attempt to charge for what are supposed to be free services. Tsai also shares some negative stories about Best Buy’s Geek Squad.
Regardless, if you don’t have an Apple Store in your area, Best Buy might be your best bet for quick turnaround. But if same-day repair isn’t
essential, Apple’s mail-in service might be better.
Apple Releases Public Betas of macOS 10.15 Catalina, iOS 13, iPadOS 13, and tvOS 13
by ADAM ENGST
Apple has opened the doors for public beta testing of macOS 10.15 Catalina, iOS 13, iPadOS 13, and tvOS 13. (watchOS 6 isn’t included, but
Apple has started to send out private invitations to the AppleSeed
program for testing watchOS.) Anyone can download and install the
betas, although you must be signed up with the free Apple Beta
Software Program. Remember, these are betas and are almost
guaranteed to have problems. Apple is explicit about this fact, saying:
Please note that since the public beta software has not yet been
commercially released by Apple, it may contain errors or inaccuracies
and may not function as well as commercially released software. Be sure
to back up your iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch and your Mac using
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Time Machine before installing beta software. Since Apple TV purchases and data are stored in the cloud, there’s no need to back up your Apple
TV. Install the beta software only on non-production devices that are not business critical. We strongly recommend installing on a secondary system
or device, or on a secondary partition on your Mac.
Let us reiterate that last point—if you’re going to take the beta plunge, make sure to install on a secondary system or device, or, if you’re on a Mac,
on a secondary partition. If your drive is formatted as APFS (which it is if you’re running 10.14 Mojave), creating an additional partition is as easy as
creating a second APFS volume that you can delete when you’re done
with it. Apple even provides instructions for creating a secondary APFS
volume on your drive. (For more on APFS’s volume magic, see “What
APFS Does for You, and What You Can Do with APFS,” 23 July
2018.)
Be aware that many of the new features in Reminders require a format
change that prevents syncing with other copies of Reminders running in
Mojave and iOS 12. That includes both your own devices and those of
any people with whom you share reminders. Happily, you can put off
upgrading your reminders.
Warnings aside, it can be a lot of fun to test pre-release software. Just
make sure that you report any problems you encounter since the entire
point of a public beta test is to give Apple feedback about the real world
scenarios that the company’s engineers may otherwise overlook. Over at
Six Colors, Jason Snell has an in-depth look at the Catalina public beta
that will help direct you to some of the new features.
How Apple’s New Find My Service Locates Missing Hardware That’s Oﬄine
by GLENN FLEISHMAN
If you’ve ever lost a Mac, iPhone, or iPad, or had one stolen, you may know the frustration of
having Find My Whatever enabled, but never getting a ping that it’s back on the network or
never receiving confirmation the device was erased after you issued that command.
Apple aims to improve that situation later this year with revisions to its Find My iPhone
service that turns nearby Apple hardware into relay beacons. If you mark a Find My-tracked
device as lost, but it’s not connected to Wi-Fi or a cellular network, Apple may be able to
determine its location anyway with the passive help of your fellow Apple product owners.
The trick is that any Internet-connected Apple device running iOS 13 or macOS 10.15
Catalina can identify broadcasts from the Bluetooth adapter in other Internet-offline Apple
devices nearby and pass that information back to Apple. This reporting works even when the
missing Mac, iPhone, or iPad is on standby or sleeping, though it can’t work for a device that’s
powered down, or if you have disabled Bluetooth or put your device into Airplane Mode.
This technique solves the problem of how to find a device that isn’t connected to the
Internet: by relying on other Internet-connected devices in close physical proximity! (To be fair,
Apple didn’t invent this approach, and Bluetooth-enabled location trackers like Tile have used similar crowdsourced approaches for some time.)
In line with Apple’s commitment to privacy, the company’s description of the feature promises that it won’t reveal to anyone but you that the lost
device is being tracked and where it’s located. Whether or not it actually helps users recover that many more devices from under a car seat or from
thieves, Apple has chosen a nifty set of interlocking encryption algorithms and privacy-preserving policies.
Apple never had a unified name for this device-locating feature previously, at best referring to the app as Find My iPhone, and customizing the
name on whatever device it appeared, like Find My Mac and Find My iPad. In iOS 13 and Catalina, Apple is combining Find My iPhone with the
active, intentional location-sharing service Find My Friends. The new app and service will simply be called Find My.
How the New Find My Service Works
Apple introduced Find My iPhone in 2010. Over the next year, the company gradually extended the service to more devices and subsequently
improved how it located, tracked, and wiped remote hardware. The service works via an app or iCloud’s Web site, and it can find iOS devices, Macs,
Apple Watches, and AirPods. But not Apple TVs or HomePods, neither of which is easily misplaced or likely to be stolen.
You can use the Find My iPhone iOS app or the iCloud Web app to pinpoint hardware and activate various features on lost devices. Depending
on the kind of device, you can erase its contents, lock it, display a recovery message, play a loud sound, or track it.
But Find My iPhone has always relied on the device being connected to the Internet to carry out your commands—a reasonable requirement!
Depending on the hardware, that means accessing a cellular data network or a Wi-Fi network.
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Wi-Fi is particularly tricky as a connection type, because most hotspots require some kind of authentication or acceptance of terms of service, even
if you’ve connected before. A recent medical appointment took me across several floors of a clinic’s building, and each time I moved, I was asked to
“click Accept,” even though it was ostensibly a single network. Plus, by itself, a Mac or iOS device won’t connect to new Wi-Fi networks, and may
have difficulty re-associating with previously visited ones.
Apple’s trick in the new Find My service is to combine always-available Bluetooth networking
with the near ubiquity of other people carrying Apple gear. The company adds a careful privacy
formulation on top of this so that only the owner of a lost device can figure out where it is. Even
Apple won’t be able to decode where a specific device is located.
Security researcher Matthew Green, who has documented weaknesses and encryption failures
in tech products for years, has a generally positive take based on Apple’s briefings and
comments. He has identified some key problems and ways in which he believes Apple might
solve them. The devil is, as always, in the details.
Apple hasn’t yet released technical details of how the revised Find My service works and the
company didn’t respond to my request for a briefing. However, the general outline so far is this:
You need at least two Apple devices logged into the same iCloud account.
On activating Find My, your devices exchange encryption information.
Apple facilitates this exchange in a zero-knowledge manner, so it can’t access encryption keys.
All iOS, iPadOS, and macOS devices running operating system updates released later this year will recognize Bluetooth messages from offline
devices, and continuously pass those on to Apple along with the detecting devices’ current coordinates.
Apple promises these messages will consume negligible bandwidth and battery power.
After you mark a device as lost, you will be able to send a query to Apple from one of your other Find My-registered devices and retrieve encrypted
location information related to the lost device.
We don’t yet know how the user side of this will present itself outside of limited screen captures shown during the WWDC keynote. Location
and tracking information might be identical to current Find My iPhone apps, or it could show pushpins at every place another Apple device has
spotted the missing one.
But how does Apple both capture all this crowdsourced information and keep it fully anonymous from other users and itself? Apple already has
some experience on that front.
Keeping Secrets Even from Itself
Apple says the updated Find My service will be “completely anonymous and encrypted end to end, so everyone’s privacy is protected.” This seems
plausible because Apple has already built several services that work in a similar fashion, with end-to-end encryption after initial setup.
For instance, iMessage uses iCloud for login, but once your device is connected, Messages relies on information stored only in your devices (that’s
never accessible by Apple) to encrypt outgoing messages and decrypt incoming messages. The same is true with FaceTime audio and video calls.
Apple uses similar techniques for Health data, payment information, Screen Time monitoring, Siri, and Wi-Fi network passwords and connections.
Apple also reportedly uses end-to-end encryption to sync information about photos for which you’ve identified people’s faces. The company
doesn’t document this fully, but Craig Federighi, Apple’s senior vice president of Software Engineering, offered some detail to John Gruber in a live
interview in 2017. Each of your devices analyzes stored photos locally, makes its own guesses about which faces are the same, and stores your
confirmation or rejection of those matches. Only your identification and association of faces is synced across your devices using end-to-end
encryption. This approach prevents Apple from knowing which face you’ve labeled with which name and seeing any facial-recognition results
whatsoever, unlike techniques used by some other big tech companies.
iCloud Keychain, however, most closely parallels how the new Find My service works. If you’ve set up iCloud Keychain, you may recall that
when you start syncing iCloud Keychain to a new device, you have to approve it from a device that’s already set up with the sync service. Those
devices then securely exchange encryption key information in a way that Apple can’t access. (You can also set a special iCloud Security Code that
adds another layer of protection beyond access to approved and unlocked iOS and macOS devices.)
Without getting too far into the encryption weeds, the Bluetooth broadcast will be a public key, Apple told Wired magazine. Public-key
encryption relies on paired public and private keys: you can freely and safely distribute the public key so others can use it to encrypt messages that
only you can decrypt with your associated private key.
In a world tainted by the egregious behavior of Facebook and ad-tracking companies, you’d be excused for worrying that your public key could
become another way for you to be tracked by marketing firms or government agencies. But Apple said it would change the public key at some
undisclosed interval, which prevents tracking over time. And according to its statements, the public key is broadcast over Bluetooth only when a
device can’t reach the Internet.
Any Apple device running iOS 13 or Catalina will encrypt and report to Apple its own location paired with a common one-way cryptographic
conversion (a “hash”) of the Bluetooth-transmitted public key for every device in its vicinity. That hash can’t be reversed, so Apple won’t know
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which public key was recorded, but any device with the original public keys can perform the same
one-way hash and create a match.
As a result, Apple could amass up to billions of data points a day, none of which it could use to
connect devices and locations. It will obviously also retain that data for only a finite period of time,
both because of the sensitivity of the information (even in encrypted form) and the sheer amount of
data involved.
If you use your iPad to mark your iPhone as lost, for instance, the iPad will send a query to
Apple’s database to retrieve matching relevant records. It can then decrypt those records locally to
determine the locations at which the iPhone was found. The only point of weakness in this system is
that Apple will seemingly know which device or iCloud account that makes the query for particular hash/location data. I presume Apple will provide
a privacy disclosure about how it records or deletes that data, too.
Some of the coverage of this feature seems to suggest that only devices marked as lost will have their Bluetooth key and the finding device’s location
uploaded. However, that’s an unlikely scenario, because it would require a detecting device to consult Apple database’s to figure out if detected
hardware were stolen, which could lead to privacy violations. Instead, I think there’s a confusion in some articles between how a Find My-enabled
device will start broadcasting its key whenever it’s offline, rather than detecting devices having to make a determination about whether to upload it.
For instance, if you walk into a cafe with 100 Apple devices, most will be connected to the Internet. Of those that aren’t, as I read Apple’s
descriptions, your device will pick up and transmit their Bluetooth key and your location, as will any other Internet-connected Mac, iPad, or iPhone
running the latest software. I expect Apple will throttle the communication in some way so that this
information is sent infrequently for each public key and location.
How Worthwhile Is This, Anyway?
We don’t know how many people have benefitted from the current Find My iPhone service. While
I’m sure that we all have or have heard stories about lost hardware, Apple has never quantified it. Is Find
My iPhone used 1 million times a year or 10 million? Has it helped locate hundreds of thousands of
devices underneath couch cushions or millions? How many stolen devices has it helped locate and
recover? We don’t have those answers and Apple hasn’t said.
With that proviso, Apple’s planned improvements are certainly useful if you misplace a device,
particularly those that rely solely on Wi-Fi. One of my kids lost an old iPhone they were using with a
very limited T-Mobile pay-as-you-go plan that costs about $4 per month without data. They think they
lost it on a bus, and Seattle-area buses often have Wi-Fi, but apparently it wasn’t connected. Had Apple’s
new Find My service been in place, we might have recovered it.
I have more questions about whether the service will help recover stolen items. Thieves ostensibly already know that iPhones and some iPads can
transmit their locations over the cell network and power them down immediately or stick them in a cheap wire-mesh bag that blocks signals. Of
course, criminals aren’t always that bright, and you can find plenty of stories about Find My iPhone leading police right to the thief’s front door. But
I don’t think the new Find My service will pose new problems for any savvy thief.
It’s likely more significant for Wi-Fi-only iPads and Macs, where Bluetooth signals would continue to transmit as long as a device is in standby and
thieves might not know to power down such devices. That might let, for instance, the police grab surveillance video associated with a location or
even find a device in real time as it’s moving around. That said, from most reports, law enforcement mostly seems to care about such thefts when
they’re associated with a crime ring or tied to violence.
We have to assume Apple believes that the significant investment into Find My’s new approach is worthwhile, either based on requests from
customers or as a marketing point to encourage future sales. Regardless of why, it’s coming, and we might even eventually find out how useful it is.
The Dark Side of Dark Mode
by ADAM ENGST
Dark Mode is the marquee feature of macOS 10.14 Mojave. Apple even gives it the top
spot on the macOS product page, saying:
Dark Mode is a dramatic new look that helps you focus on your work. The subtle colors
and fine points of your content take center screen as toolbars and menus recede into the
background. Switch it on in the General pane in System Preferences to create a beautiful,
distraction-free working environment that’s easy on the eyes—in every way. Dark Mode
works with built-in apps that come with your Mac, and third-party apps can adopt it, too.
And third-party apps have adopted it in droves. For months after Mojave shipped, our
Watchlist items dutifully reported that this app and that app now supported Dark Mode or
had tweaked their support for it in some important way.
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Have you ever wondered why, if Dark Mode is such a revelation, it took Apple 35 years after
the first Macintosh to revert to the look of the light-on-dark CRT-based monitors of the Apple ][
and IBM PC era? Were those green-on-black and amber-on-black screens really so wonderful?
No, they weren’t, and one of the Mac’s most significant design decisions back in 1984 was an
interface that put black text and graphics on a white screen, just as had been done in print for
hundreds of years. This wasn’t exactly an innovation since the designers of the experimental
Xerox Alto (which Apple’s engineers copied liberally) also chose to display text as black on a
white background. Going even farther back, Douglas Engelbart’s “Mother of All Demos” of the
NLS also used a black-on-white display. But the Macintosh was the first mainstream personal
computer whose screen tried to mimic paper.
Unfortunately, Apple’s marketing claims about Dark Mode’s benefits fly in the face of the
science of human visual perception. Except in extraordinary situations, Dark Mode is not easy on
the eyes, in any way. The human eyes and brain prefer dark-on-light, and reversing that forces
them to work harder to read text, parse controls, and comprehend what you’re seeing.
It may be hip and trendy, but put bluntly, Dark Mode likely makes those who turn it on
slower and less productive. Here’s why, if you adopted Dark Mode purely because Apple
promoted it as the new hotness, you should think hard about switching back to the Light Mode
that your eyes and brain prefer in System Preferences > General.
Dark-on-Light: The Background
Vision research has shown that humans prefer dark-on-light. That’s because, in the real world,
Apple IIe with 2 Disk II drives and Apple
the background of any scene around you is usually bright. Humans evolved outside, and we are
Monitor II by Mystère Martin is licensed
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in front of the background, whether food, tools, predators, or whatever. Those objects are by
definition darker than the background because they’re illuminated by the sun, or indoors, by whatever lights may be on. Even light-colored objects
stand out from a bright background because they’re illuminated from some direction other than precisely behind you. That makes for indirect
illumination, putting much of the object in shadow and thus darker than the background.
This is, of course, an oversimplification. Backgrounds are not always brighter than objects in front of them (think of a campfire at dusk), and
indoor lighting can be much more variable. But the general rule holds—the background is generally brighter than the objects in a scene, and so the
human brain becomes much more used to dark objects against light backgrounds and thus prefers them. This preference may even be hard-wired
into our brains. Three-month-old babies shown images with both light-on-dark and dark-on-light
components look toward the latter first.
For an example, let me reach into our archives. In “Better than the Printed Page: Reading on an
iPad” (15 March 2018), Charles Maurer illustrated this preference with a couple of overly colorized
pictures of Abraham Lincoln. Both use bizarre colors to eliminate any sense of familiarity with one or the
other, but you’ll find that the right-hand image is intrinsically easier to identify. (And yes, since faces are
easier to recognize than most other objects, this image is meant to illustrate, not prove the point.)
(I’m referencing Charles’s articles for TidBITS here because his wife Daphne Maurer is an
experimental psychologist at McMaster University and a prominent visual scientist who was recently
named a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) for her
ground-breaking research on the development of vision in human infants. Charles has worked extensively
with Daphne over the years, and they are in the midst of preparing a book about perception, which is
why I couldn’t persuade Charles to write this article himself.)
Applying Dark-on-Light to Screens
Images like Technicolor Abe above aren’t really in question here—we’re mainly talking about text, which is made up
of thin lines. When text is white on a black background as it would be in Dark Mode, the whiteness of the lines lightens
the edges of each line broadly on both sides, blurring the edge. If the thin lines of the text are black and the background is
white, however, white from both sides washes over the entire line, lightening it evenly, so the edges aren’t blurred.
Charles illustrated this for me with a photo of a cactus backlit by the sun, in which you can see the bright optical flare
making the cactus lighter in front of it.
Blur is a bad thing because of how the human eye relies primarily on contrast when extracting detail from an image. In
“Reality and Digital Pictures” (12 December 2005), Charles wrote:
The eye does not see light per se, it sees changes in light – contrast. If two objects do not contrast with one another, to
the eye they meld into one. This fact makes controlling the contrast of adjacent details to be paramount in importance.
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He was focused on issues revolving around photographs, but contrast has been shown to be paramount in numerous studies of textual legibility as
well. Of course, contrast goes in both directions—black on white and white on black both have high contrast. In the scientific literature, black on
white is called “positive polarity,” whereas white on black is called “negative polarity.” Numerous studies over decades of research have found that
positive polarity displays provide improved performance in a variety of areas. (While early studies used CRTs, all recent studies rely on LCD-based
displays.) To quote from the introduction of a 2013 paper by Piepenbrock, Mayr, Mund, and Buchner in the journal Ergonomics:
For instance, a positive polarity advantage has been found in error rates and reading speed in a letter identification task (Bauer and Cavonius
1980), the number of transcribed letters onto paper (Radl 1980), subjective ratings on visual comfort (Saito, Taptagaporn, and Salvendy 1993;
Taptagaporn and Saito 1990, 1993), text comprehension (A. H. Wang, Fang, and Chen 2003), reading speed (Chan and Lee 2005) and
proofreading performance (Buchner and Baumgartner 2007). Taptagaporn and Saito (1990, 1993) tracked changes in pupil size for different
illumination levels as well as for the viewing of different visual targets, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) display, script and keyboard. They found less
visual fatigue as measured by the frequency of changes in pupil size when working was accomplished with a positive than with a negative polarity
display. Likewise, Saito, Taptagaporn, and Salvendy (1993) found faster lens accommodation and thus faster focusing of the eye with positive than
with negative polarity displays.
To summarize, a dark-on-light (positive polarity) display like a Mac in Light Mode provides better performance in focusing of the eye, identifying
letters, transcribing letters, text comprehension, reading speed, and proofreading performance, and at least some older studies suggest that using a
positive polarity display results in less visual fatigue and increased visual comfort. The benefits apply to both the young and the old, as that paper
concludes:
In an ageing society, age-related vision changes need to be considered when designing digital displays. Visual acuity testing and a proofreading task
revealed a positive polarity advantage for younger and older adults. Dark characters on light background lead to better legibility and are strongly
recommended independent of observer’s age.
In another study published in the Journal of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society that focused on how positive display polarity helps when
reading small text in small font sizes, Piepenbrock, Mayr, and Buchner concluded:
The implications seem important for the design of text on such displays as those of computers, automotive control and entertainment systems,
and smartphones that are increasingly used for the consumption of text-based media and communication. The sizes of these displays are limited, and
it is tempting to use small font sizes to convey as much information as possible. Especially with small font sizes, negative polarity displays should be
avoided.
Since Apple has now announced that iOS 13 will introduce a Dark Mode similar to Mojave’s, you’ll want to avoid it there too or take a
performance and productivity hit.
Screen Brightness and Ambient Brightness
There’s an obvious caveat to the comment about the human eye preferring dark objects against a light background. Apart from a few exceptions
like fire, lightning, and bioluminescent fireflies, almost nothing in the natural world emits light.
In our modern world, however, screens do emit light, and quite a lot of it. (There’s truth in advertising here—many, if not most modern-day
screens are lit from behind by LEDs, or light-emitting diodes. Those that aren’t use fluorescent lamps instead.)
So what, then, is the role of both screen and ambient brightness in the question? From a comfort standpoint, there’s no question that a bright
white screen can be glaring and hard to view. Paper reflects about 90 percent of whatever light strikes it and is thus always slightly dimmer than the
surrounding light, but an iPhone or iPad screen, for instance, is often brighter than the surrounding light sources.
When there’s a mismatch between the two—the screen is too dim outside or too bright inside—it’s hard to look at. That’s why Apple
implemented automatic brightness control in iOS (find it in Settings > General > Accessibility > Display Accommodations) to reduce the screen
brightness when you’re reading in a dark bedroom and increase it when you’re trying to take a picture on a sunny day. Apple’s algorithms might not
fit what your eyes prefer, but it’s easy to adjust the brightness manually in Control Center if necessary.
Similarly, Apple’s True Tone technology on many devices tries to adapt the display to the colors in the surrounding environment to reduce the
harshness of glancing from a warmly lit room to a cold white iPad screen. Keep True Tone enabled in Settings > Display & Brightness (iOS) and
System Preferences > Displays (macOS, when supported by hardware) for most situations.
Notice that I haven’t said anything about all the cognitive benefits of a dark-on-light positive polarity display with respect to light in the
surrounding environment. That’s because the research suggests that ambient light is irrelevant. In another paper in Ergonomics, Buchner and
Baumgartner showed that the benefits of positive polarity displays were independent of ambient light when they compared results of the same
experiment run in a darkened room versus one with typical office lighting. (Nor did chromaticity—blue and yellow as opposed to black and
white—make a difference. It’s all about positive polarity, baby.)
So while night-owl programmers can say that they find Dark Mode more comfortable during stints of nocturnal coding in unlit rooms, they
might finish sooner if they stick with traditional dark text on a light background (while keeping the brightness of the light background appropriate
for the room lighting, of course).
Go Toward the Light
All that said, there are always people who are outliers. For instance, sleep research suggests that nearly all adults need 7–9 hours of sleep per
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night, but about 1% of people naturally sleep less. (Most of those who say they need less sleep are actually operating as though they were 8 years
older than they actually are.) In much the same vein, I’m sure there are some people for whom Dark Mode is legitimately better, perhaps due to
vision problems like floaters or light-triggered migraines. But for the vast majority of people, the science is pretty clear—Dark Mode can hurt your
productivity.
There are also excellent niche uses for Dark Mode. Let’s say you’re a musician who uses a MacBook Pro as part of your performance on a
darkened stage. Even though the MacBook Pro will likely be harder and slower to use in Dark Mode, those downsides are probably worthwhile to
avoid a glowing white light illuminating your face. Similarly, if you read at night on your iPhone while someone else is sleeping next to you, it’s only
kind to switch to light-on-dark—whether in an ebook app or in iOS 13 if it does gain Dark Mode—to reduce the chance your insomnia will wake
up your bed partner.
Finally, everyone is, of course, welcome to make their own choices concerning Dark Mode. We all make decisions about what we prefer even
when research suggests those decisions may not be optimal.
But whatever you choose, it’s important to understand that Apple’s marketers don’t have any science backing up their promotion of Dark Mode.
The fact that macOS has long had an Invert Colors option in System Preferences > Accessibility > Display for those whose vision requires it suggests
that Dark Mode exists largely because it has somehow become trendy.
Use it if you wish, but know that it’s a productivity hit for most people most of the time.
Apple to Deprecate Scripting Languages in Future Versions of macOS
by CURTIS WILCOX
When Apple announces major new versions of macOS, the company often includes details not just about the next release but also about what will
come further in the future. The first macOS 10.15 Beta Release Notes has a
Deprecations section that says:
Scripting language runtimes such as Python, Ruby, and Perl are included in macOS
for compatibility with legacy software. Future versions of macOS won’t include
scripting language runtimes by default, and might require you to install additional
packages. If your software depends on scripting languages, it’s recommended that you
bundle the runtime within the app.
What does this note mean?
The most absolute interpretation is to assume that Apple means “[all] future
versions” after Catalina won’t include the runtimes necessary to execute scripts written
in these scripting languages.
However, Apple has at times deprecated longstanding components without removing them entirely. For instance, when Apple introduced
launchd in Mac OS X 10.4 Tiger, it deprecated the venerable cron scheduling system; ten macOS versions later and cron is still humming along,
available for users.
So this may all be a tempest in a teapot if Apple doesn’t end up following through on this threat. But that won’t become clear for at least a year,
and in the meantime, we’ll all have to ponder the implications if Apple does kick these languages to the curb.
Why remove these scripting languages at all?
Three reasons: security, efficiency, and focus.
These languages are common in Unix-based systems and have been in Mac OS X since 2001, so why remove them now? Apple has progressively
changed macOS to make it more secure, and that is likely the company’s primary motivation for this change. Gatekeeper prevents the automatic
running of applications from unknown developers, but scripts are just text files that can do a great deal when executed by the scripting language
runtime.
Removing scripting languages will also make macOS use less disk space. The runtime programs for each are small, but like all programming
languages, they have many code libraries, common tasks script writers can call upon so they don’t have to reinvent a particular wheel. macOS comes
with thousands of these library files that total over 150 MB. That’s not a lot in the scheme of things, but it’s also not trivial with an operating system
that has to be downloaded millions of times.
Finally, there’s a principle that in business, you should focus on your strengths. Maintaining these languages has not been one of Apple’s; the
company has not kept current with updates to the languages, and users can’t easily use standard tools to find and install additional libraries from the
vast repositories available.
Who is affected, and what are their options?
How troubling the loss of these scripting languages will be depends on who you are.
Script Writers
The people who know these scripting languages the best will be the least affected. Those who write scripts for Web development, scientific
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analysis, or to get other work done in their preferred language already know that maintaining the default installations is not one of Apple’s strengths.
For a long time now, serious users of these languages have been installing separate copies in other folders so they can keep them up to date and
easily install libraries from the repositories. That will almost certainly remain possible even after Apple removes the default installations.
App Developers
Mac apps are written in compiled languages but sometimes contain scripts within their app bundles to perform specific tasks. Apple’s deprecation
notice recommends that developers include the script’s runtime executable within the application; this shifts responsibility to the developers.
Although multiple apps needing their own copies of Perl, for instance, might seem inefficient, developers need to include only the runtime and
exact libraries they use, not a full scripting language installation. Some apps have already taken this route to keep using Java, and many modern apps
rely on the Electron framework, which includes Node to run JavaScript.
Alternatively, developers can switch to using compiled code, either rewriting scripts from scratch in a different language or using a tool designed to
convert a script into a binary executable format.
Mac Administrators
People who manage many computers for a school or business rely on automation, and automation, in turn, makes heavy use of scripting. While
most app developers are already accustomed to dealing with Apple’s security measures for compiled code, Mac administrators are not, so it will be
much harder for them to kick the scripting habit.
While some admins are fluent in one or more of these scripting languages, many more are like me, knowing just enough to get by and use scripts
shared by the community. For instance, Greg Neagle’s Munki is a popular open-source tool for managing Mac software installs written in Python,
but you don’t have to be fluent in Python to use it. Admins currently tend to accumulate useful scripts written in a variety of languages, but installing
and maintaining multiple languages on every Mac is too much work, so in the future, admins are likely to choose just one, limiting the number of
usable tools. For simpler tasks, admins can also switch to using shell scripts, which will be around at least as long as macOS includes the Terminal
app.
Apple
Before removing these scripting languages from macOS, Apple will need to address its own reliance on them. Xcode includes many libraries in all
three of the mentioned languages, but it should be trivial for Apple to add the runtimes to Xcode’s already enormous install. iMovie includes a lone
Perl script, and it wouldn’t surprise me if Apple’s pro apps like Final Cut Pro X and Logic Pro X also contain some.
In addition to Apple’s apps, macOS 10.14 Mojave contains over 175 scripts outside the folders devoted to Perl, Python, and Ruby. Some are a
part of the language, just in a different place, but the rest serve varied purposes. Once I realized how many there were, it seemed much less likely that
all three languages would be removed in the macOS version after Catalina.
Everyone Else
It’s hard to say how many everyday users rely on at least one app that contains at least one script. For actively maintained apps, the developer will
solve this for the end user. For some open-source projects, particularly cross-platform ones for which macOS is not the primary platform, project
contributors may not get around to incorporating a solution.
For those cases and for apps that are no longer maintained, there is a solution: install the scripting language yourself. Each scripting language has its
own method of Mac installation, but the simplest and most common method is a general package management system like Homebrew.
Homebrew itself is made up of Ruby scripts; I expect its developers will heed Apple’s warning and include that runtime before Ruby disappears in a
future version of macOS.
If you’re curious how many of your applications contain scripts in these languages, try copying this command and pasting it into Terminal:
find /Applications -type f | while read in ; do if file -b "${in}" | grep -q 'Perl\|Python\|Ruby' ; then echo "${in}" ; fi ; done
The first parameter after find is the folder to be checked. On my Mac, Plex Media Server contains many Python scripts and BBEdit includes a
couple, as do a handful of other applications, generally from smaller companies or open-source projects.
Start Planning
The point of deprecation notices is to give people time to make changes, but typically these notices don’t operate on a fixed schedule. If Apple itself
can’t prioritize ending its reliance on scripts or if the company hears from significant constituencies that they’re not ready, one or more of the
languages may stick around.
Even if Apple removes all the scripting languages from the macOS 10.16 release in 2020, it won’t be as significant a change as other deprecations,
such as the end of 32-bit app support coming to fruition in macOS Catalina. Unlike that change, if Apple removes a scripting language, you can
always put it back.
One final note. Swift can be used as a scripting language, and although its runtime isn’t currently included with macOS, it’s possible that Apple
will anoint it as the Mac’s scripting language of choice at some point in the future.
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Photography
The Ins and Outs of Non-destructive Editing in Photos for Mac and iOS
by NIK BHATT
One of the near-magical features of Photos, and iPhoto before it, is the way it allows you to edit a photo
with the assurance that those edits are non-destructive—you can always revert to the original version. That
said, non-destructive editing brings with it some confusion, particularly for those working with RAW
images or using Photos extensions to do the editing.
To shed light on the situation, I’ll first explain how non-destructive editing works in photo applications in
general, using Photos as an example. Then I’ll go into detail about how non-destructive editing in Photos
works with RAW image files, Photos extensions, and more. I will also identify some trouble spots.
To give you some background, I was the lead developer for Aperture, and I later led the team that
developed the editing engine for the Mac version of Photos. Now I’m on my own, developing a Photos
extension called RAW Power that uses the same RAW engine underlying Photos and Aperture. In this
article, I will often use RAW Power as an example, though other Photos extensions work similarly. If you
are unfamiliar with RAW, you may wish to read a separate article of mine that discusses the benefits of
RAW as well as touching on Apple’s new HEIF image format.
Basics of Non-destructive Editing
Most applications directly modify your documents. For example, when you choose Save in Microsoft Word, it saves your changes directly to the
document’s file, replacing the previous version of the file in the process. Some image-editing applications also modify image files directly, notably
Adobe Photoshop and Apple’s Preview.
In contrast, most photo-editing applications work non-destructively and never modify the original photo. The application applies edits to an
in-memory copy of the original to produce a real-time preview of the adjusted image.

The application may automatically save the edit instructions, or it may wait for you to hit Done or choose Save. From your standpoint, the image
appears to be modified, but the original file remains untouched. While extremely useful, this non-destructive model can be confusing to users
because it clashes with their expectations based on other applications.
Photos saves the edit instructions in a location separate from the original file and generates a full-size JPEG (and smaller thumbnail images) that
contain the results of the edits. (Photos makes JPEGs for all file types, including RAWs and Apple’s new HEIC files. You cannot rely on the Info
pane in the Mac version of Photos to tell you the file type you are editing because it always shows you the file type of the original.) After the edit is
completed, this is what is stored on disk:
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The full-size JPEG is an individual file on disk. The smaller thumbnails are stored in “container” files that hold multiple thumbnails at once. The
edit instructions are stored in the photo library’s database, along with other information about the image.
If you want to continue editing the image at a later date, Photos reloads both the original and the edit instructions and then combines them to
display the adjusted image.
Outside of editing mode, Photos hides the original photo from view, instead showing the full-size JPEG or smaller thumbnails at every point in
the application. While this is clearly correct, hiding the original reinforces the perception that the original has been modified. This is the main point
of confusion for people. Many users ask me how to copy or duplicate images before they edit them—they are convinced by Photos’ sleight of hand
and believe they need to preserve their original before making any adjustments. (Some people duplicate images because they want to have both
unadjusted and adjusted copies visible in the grid, but this is less common.)
Ironically, one reason non-destructive editing exists is because RAWs cannot be edited in place. It is not possible to make arbitrary edits to RAW
sensor data, and from those edits, create RAW sensor data (it is possible to make a linearized DNG, but linearized DNGs are not RAW images).
Photos never modifies the original RAW images.
Why go through all this trouble? Because non-destructive editors offer three important features:
• Instantly show the original image to allow for A/B comparisons
• Discard all the edits and thumbnails for an image, revealing the original
• Revise or remove individual edits without loss of quality
Photos always stores its editing instructions in the library’s database. Other applications may use a database or store them in separate “sidecar files,”
typically using the same name with a different file extension. For example, for an image named IMG_0005.JPG, an application may store a sidecar
titled IMG_0005.xmp or IMG_0005.dat in the same directory. Sandboxed apps may store the sidecar elsewhere.
Sidecars are general-purpose files, so they can also hold thumbnails and miscellaneous metadata such as ratings. Applications sometimes store the
sidecar information inside the original file because most image formats can store miscellaneous data without modifying the pixels or impairing the
ability of other applications to read the original pixel data. This ensures the editing information stays with the original file data but can lead to
corruption or data loss if the application fails to insert the data into the original file properly. In addition, not all applications correctly retain sidecar
data from other applications when they write their sidecar data into the original file. For these reasons, many photographers prefer the sidecars to be
stored separately from originals.
Photos Extensions
Although we mostly think of non-destructive editing in the context of the native editing
tools in Photos, that’s not the only place it’s used. Developers can create a type of plug-in
called a “Photos extension” that gives Photos additional editing features. To access Photos
extensions, start editing a photo and then click the Extensions (···) button at the top of the

window.
Photos extensions do not add extra sliders to the Photos
editing interface. Instead, they replace the standard
Photos tools entirely.
As with normal editing in Photos, Photos extensions let
you edit only one image at a time—you cannot use a Photos extension to correct white balance in a batch of ten images. When you select a Photos
extension, Photos opens the extension and sends it the original file:
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When you click the Save Changes button in the Photos extension interface, the Photos extension gives Photos back its editing instructions and a
full-size JPEG, as shown here:

As a result, Photos extensions participate in the same non-destructive system that Photos uses for its own image editor. Photos stores the JPEG and
extension’s editing instructions in the library. Then Photos creates thumbnails from the full-size JPEG and hides the original.
If you decide to edit the image again with the same Photos extension, Photos will pass the extension the original image, along with the extension’s
editing instructions. Again, this is just like Photos does for its own editing system:

The Photos extension can show the original, as well as remove or adjust any previous edit made in that Photos extension. Even better, the Photos
extension’s adjustment data is synced through iCloud Photos, allowing you to continue editing with that Photos extension on another device. That
means you can edit with the RAW Power extension on a Mac and continue editing non-destructively on another Mac with the RAW Power
extension, or in iOS with the RAW Power app.
This is also how the system works in iOS, with one important limitation. Photos extensions in iOS 12 are never passed a RAW image—they are
always given a rendered JPEG. So don’t bother editing a RAW image with a Photos extension in iOS 12. I filed a bug about this some time ago;
hopefully Apple will fix it in iOS 13.
A Fly in the Ointment
This approach works swimmingly as long as only one application or Photos extension edits an image. As soon as two editors enter into the mix,
things go sideways. That’s because Photos can store the adjustment information for only one editor for any given image. As soon as the changes from
a second editor are saved, the edit instructions from the first editor are discarded and cannot be recovered! The image data is preserved, but the
option to make changes with the first editor is lost. This is another key point of confusion for customers.
To illustrate this problem, imagine that a user decides to use the Photos Auto Enhance feature on a RAW image and then use the RAW Power
extension to apply a crop and vignette. Photos has a good auto enhance and, unlike the Photos Vignette tool, the RAW Power Vignette lets you
pick the center of the vignette.
Step 1: The user clicks the Auto Enhance
button and clicks Done. As described earlier,
Photos stores a full-size JPEG and the adjustment
parameters in the library (the original is present,
but hidden):
Step 2: The user selects RAW Power from the
Photos extensions menu. Here’s where we run into
the first difference from the previous example:
Photos sends the full-size JPEG (not the original
RAW image) to the Photos extension. Photos
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sends a JPEG rather than the original because the user expects to see the auto-enhanced image in the Photos extension, not the unadjusted original.
Since Apple does not publish its internal format for adjustments, nor does it provide access to the code for its adjustments, there is no way for a
Photos extension to apply the auto enhance made in Photos. This is also true in reverse—if a user edits an image with a Photos extension, and then
edits further in Photos, they are working in Photos with a rendered JPEG—Photos has no way to apply edits made by other companies’ extensions
to the original file.
Step 3: The user applies
Crop and Vignette in RAW
Power and clicks Save
Changes. This is what gets
stored in the Photos library:
Notice that Photos has just
discarded its own adjustment
data! While everything may
look fine, the Photos editing
information has been lost, and
the user is never informed of this. While the user can go back into the Photos extension and adjust the crop or vignette (or any other adjustment in
the extension), they cannot go back a step and fine-tune the sliders in Photos. Further, the user cannot undo the step before they invoked the Photos
extension—the only option available is Revert to Original because there is no Apple adjustment data left to revert to.
Note that there are also now two JPEGs stored in the library, one from Photos and one from the Photos extension. This is necessary to maintain
some semblance of non-destructive editing. The first JPEG is the one created by Photos as a result of the Auto Enhance step and handed off to the
Photos extension. Remember that for the user to re-edit an image with the same editor, the editor must receive the “starting image” along with its
editing instructions. In this case, the “starting image” is the JPEG made after Auto Enhance was applied. Though there are two JPEGs, only the final
JPEG is visible in the user interface. The auto-enhanced JPEG is hidden; it’s only stored in the library to enable re-editing with the Photos extension.
“But,” you may say, “I can edit in Photos, and then use a Photos extension, and go back to Photos and continue editing.” True, but you are
adjusting the JPEG sent back
from the Photos extension,
not the original adjustments
you made in Photos to the
RAW file. Imagine that you
make the edited image
black-and-white. This is what
is stored:
In other words, you are
stacking Photos adjustments
on top of the RAW Power
adjustments (and losing the RAW Power adjustment data in the process).
Also note that this loss of adjustment data will occur if you edit in the Photos extension first and then edit in Photos, or if you don’t edit in Photos
at all, but instead do all your editing with two Photos extensions. The order doesn’t matter—just the use of two or more editors on the same image.
A RAW-specific note: If you first edit a RAW in Photos and then send the image to RAW Power or another RAW-friendly Photos extension like
DxO OpticsPro, not only are you working in the Photos extension with an 8-bit JPEG, rather than a 12- or 14-bit RAW, you lose access to the
RAW processing features that RAW Power or DxO provide. This severe loss of quality happens for any edit done in Photos, even a simple rotate or
flip.
This gotcha also rears its ugly head if you want to use two RAW-capable Photos extensions. In this situation, which Photos extension should you
use first? RAW Power has strong RAW editing controls, based on the same engine that Photos uses. DxO has high-quality lens correction. I believe
it’s best to start with RAW Power to access its RAW-only editing sliders, and then use DxO OpticsPro, because DxO’s lens correction works on
both RAWs and JPEGs.
I wish Photos would warn users whenever quality is being degraded or adjustment data is being lost. Photo extensions cannot warn users of this
problem because of the way Photos extensions communicate with Photos—they do not even know there is a RAW original. This is a warning only
Photos can provide. If this happens to you (and you notice it in time), you should:
• Cancel the edit in the Photos extension
• Revert to Original in Photos
• Re-enter the extension
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I Exported a TIFF from a What?
When saving edited RAWs for posterity, photographers prefer 16-bit TIFFs because they can store all of the richness of an edited RAW in a
universal image format. For best results, exports should start with an image format whose quality is equal to or better than the destination file format.
RAW is superior to TIFF, and TIFF is superior to JPEG. Accordingly, if you edit a RAW in Photos and later export a TIFF, you get excellent results
because Photos will reload the RAW, apply the edit instructions to the RAW, and then generate the TIFF.
That’s not true for Photos extensions. As I mentioned earlier, extensions are required to send JPEGs back to Photos, rather than TIFFs. If you use
Photos to export an image edited by an extension, Photos uses that JPEG as the source. I’ll repeat that: your 16-bit TIFF will be created from an 8-bit
rendered JPEG, not by applying the adjustments to the original, as Photos does for images edited by its own tools. Photos uses a lower-quality source
than the destination—your exported image is basically a JPEG decompressed into a TIFF.
There is a good, if unsatisfying, reason for this: Photos cannot go back to the extension and ask it for a rendered, full-size TIFF because the
extension might have been uninstalled, or the image may have been synced to a device that lacks the extension. This is another case where Photos
should warn users. It’s unreasonable to assume users understand that their 16-bit TIFF is being made from an 8-bit JPEG.
A word to the wise: there is no point in exporting a TIFF from Photos if you edited the image with an extension. I had to add a button in the
RAW Power extension to export TIFFs, which is kind of crazy
but necessary.
Support for multiple editors as well as TIFF export would be
greatly improved if extensions could return TIFFs to Photos—
and if Photos could send TIFFs to extensions. This could be an
opt-in feature for extensions and users wanting the best quality.
Don’t Edit with “Edit With”
Photos has yet another way to work with third-party editors
and, unfortunately, it is both prominently placed in the Image menu and produces inferior results in
most cases.
This feature is intended to let users edit in applications that modify files directly, such as Photoshop
and Preview, that do not have Photos extensions. However, any application that can edit images will appear, including some that don’t make much
sense in this context. Confusingly, the list may also include apps that provide Photos extensions, if those apps can also edit images outside of Photos
(as RAW Power does). The prominence of the command means it’s all too easy for customers to choose Edit With RAW Power instead of the
RAW Power extension. Extensions, as you will see, integrate much better with Photos. (As a simple fix, Photos could filter out apps with Photos
extensions from the Edit With list.)
Because Apple intended Edit With for use with destructive editors, Photos protects the original. Instead of sending the original file, Photos makes a
copy in its library and sends the copy to the external editor. The editor modifies the copy, and non-destructive behavior is maintained. Sort of.
Because the external editor is making destructive edits, all that Photos can do is maintain the ability to use Revert to Original. No editing information
is stored in the Photos library (since there isn’t any), nor can the user revise edits afterward in Photos or the external editor. (It’s technically possible to
have a more non-destructive workflow, but doing so requires storing the edits separately and managing them yourself. It demands great care and is
highly error-prone.)
I mentioned that Photos starts by making a copy of the original. That’s not entirely accurate. If the original is a RAW, Photos sends a TIFF
instead. Why? Because it must provide a file that the destructive editor can modify, and as I mentioned earlier, RAWs cannot be edited and
rewritten. In addition, not all editors support RAWs.
Consequently, Edit With is a particularly bad choice for RAW editing. I field many questions from customers wondering why they are unable to
edit their RAW with RAW Power. The reason is usually that they used Edit With instead of the RAW Power extension. It may be possible for
external apps to hunt around the Photos library and locate the RAW, but that is sketchy and not recommended (sandboxed apps cannot do this
anyway).
Conclusion: Non-destructive Editing Is Great, Most of the Time
Non-destructive editing provides users with valuable features like instant revert, A/B comparisons, and fine-grained control over the editing
process. However, it establishes a significantly different interface paradigm that applications don’t communicate well to users. The non-destructive
illusion leads many photographers to believe their originals are being modified when they are simply hidden. These photographers then protect their
originals by duplicating images needlessly. While smart copying can minimize the disk cost, such duplication leads to complexity and visual noise due
to extra images in the grid. Some education would reduce customer nervousness when editing prized photos.
In addition to its own editing tools, Photos provides a clean extensions interface that provides non-destructive editing and syncing through iCloud.
It has some warts, including issues with multiple editor support, export, and the Edit With feature. However, with a few fixes, Apple could greatly
improve the non-destructive workflow in Photos, both in quality and understandability. To that end, I have filed bugs with Apple with my
suggestions. Hopefully, we will get some improvements in a future release of Photos for macOS and iOS.
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Productivity
Terminology: Where Word Explorations Begin

by TIMOTHY BUCK
When I hear a term that’s new to me or I’m struggling to find the perfect word for a sentence, I turn to the free Terminology. It’s a powerful
utility app for iPhone and iPad from Agile Tortoise, the
creator of Drafts.
In much the same way that Drafts gives you a place
to start writing, Terminology gives you a launchpad for
your word explorations, and its extensible actions are
powerful enough that you will usually find what you
need.
Terminology Basics
Terminology is, first and foremost, an offline
dictionary and thesaurus. After tapping through a quick
first-launch guide and searching for a word, it will
present you with instantaneous results containing
definitions, synonyms, and antonyms.
On top of this, Terminology’s thesaurus results show
more- and less-specific words. For example, with the
term “dive,” a less-specific word result is “swim,” and
more-specific word results include “belly flop,”
“jackknife,” and “swan dive.”
Terminology makes it simple to tap into any related
words to view their results, arrow back and forth
through your history, and, most importantly for me,
follow the skein of terms wherever it leads. With the
speaker, pencil, and heart icons in the upper right, you
can have any word pronounced out loud, add notes to
it, and favorite terms you want to revisit later. I find
myself mostly relying on my search history in lieu of
favorites. Your notes, favorites, history, and settings all
sync between your devices using iCloud, so there is no
need for an account.
Opening the app, tapping the magnifying glass icon, and typing in the search box isn’t necessarily where you always want to start your word
searches. You can jump into the app from its widget (which also serves as a Word of the Day tool) or select a word or phrase in another app, tap
Share in the popover to open the share sheet, and use Terminology’s share sheet extension in the top row to jump to the search results. You will need
to enable Terminology in the share sheet the first time.
I’ve found this helpful when writing in iOS. If a word or phrase I’ve written doesn’t sound quite right, I can select it, open Terminology from the
share sheet, tap around until I find an alternative, copy it to the clipboard with a tap, and paste it into my writing app.
Terminology Actions
All of these features are good, but they’re not quite enough to set Terminology apart from your typical dictionary and thesaurus app from the big
names like Merriam-Webster, Dictionary.com or Oxford. Actions are where Terminology really shines, showing itself to be a uniquely powerful
tool for writers and word nerds. Actions may seem like a relatively small feature, but for me at least, they’re a game changer for real-life use.
When the dictionary and thesaurus results in Terminology don’t provide what you need, you can tap an action and get immediate results from
another source without having to open another app or retype your query. Actions can appear at both the top of the screen (as buttons) and the
bottom of a word’s entry (as text links), and you can customize which actions show where.
The free version of Terminology comes with the following actions that all open inline: Look Up (for the built-in system dictionary), Wikipedia,
Google, Etymonline (for word history information), IMDb, and Wolfram Alpha. The last one is perhaps the most interesting, since it provides
hyphenation rules, first known usage and other etymology information, a word frequency graph, rhymes, lexically close words, anagrams,
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translations, Internet domains, crossword puzzle clues,
the word’s Scrabble score, and the word’s associated
telephone keypad digits. Some words even get
domain-specific information—try looking up a musical
instrument.
Terminology’s Pro Features
Agile Tortoise offers a one-time purchase of Pro
features for $1.99. The upgrade unlocks a few things
you expect from a simple “support the developer”
in-app purchase—a dark mode, the capability to have
the app automatically switch between dark and light
modes based on lighting conditions, and two alternate
app icon options.
Much as the built-in actions differentiate the free
version of Terminology from the competition, custom
actions are what really make the Pro upgrade
worthwhile. You can add new actions with a tap from
the action library or build your own from scratch. I’ve
never had the need to build my own, but I do use several
of the pre-built actions that provide one-tap access to
additional data sources like Urban Dictionary and
Rhymer. Also, if you, like me, use iOS apps for some of
the data sources, such as V for Wikipedia or the
WolframAlpha app, Terminology’s custom actions can
open results directly in those apps.
Here’s the full list of pre-built actions that
Terminology currently offers (free actions are in italics):
Dictionary
Look Up (for the system dictionary)
Wordnik
Dictionary.com
Wiktionary
Merriam-Webster
Oxford English
Websters (1913)
Urban Dictionary
Free Dictionary
Thesaurus
Thesarus.com
Merriam-Webster Thesaurus
Free Thesaurus
Reference
Wikipedia
Wolfram Alpha
Etymonline
IMDb
Google Scholar
Search
Google
YouTube
Google Image Search
DuckDuckGo

Left: Wikipedia results. Right: WolframAlpha results.
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Bing
ImageNet
Other
Rhymer (for rhymes)
RhymeZone
Giphy
Google Translate
TV Tropes
Snopes
Emojipedia
Apps
Drafts (sends the term to Drafts)
Drafts Definition (sends the definition to Drafts)
WolframAlpha app
V for Wikipedia
Wikipedia App
Terminology for macOS
Although Agile Tortoise makes a version of Terminology for
macOS, it’s not an app per se. What the company has done
instead is make their Terminology dictionary and thesaurus
available to add as a search option in Apple’s bundled Dictionary
app. This is nice to have, especially for a free download. But you
don’t get most of the features of the iOS version of Terminology,
and I don’t find myself using it much.
If you do decide to try the macOS version, note that it requires
a slightly complicated installation process that involves moving the
Terminology.dictionary file to the appropriate folder and then
activating Terminology within the Dictionary app’s preferences. Agile Tortoise provides a clear installation guide.
So give the Mac version a try if you like, but I highly recommend Terminology for iOS. It’s free to download from the App Store with an in-app
purchase option to unlock the Pro features for $1.99.
Making and Using Tables of Contents in Pages
by MICHAEL E. COHEN
When Apple updated its iWork apps
earlier this year (see “iWork Update
Brings iOS Apps Closer to Parity”, 2
April 2019), the “What’s New” pages
for Pages 8.0 for the Mac, Pages 5.0
for iOS, and the Pages iCloud app all
listed a “Table of Contents view” as the
top new feature. Long-time Pages users
who merely skimmed those pages can
be forgiven for saying, “Wait a
minute—I thought Pages could already
make tables of contents!”
They would have been right, in part.
Pages for the Mac has long been able to
insert a table of contents into a document as part of its body text. However, the other versions of Pages could not make them, and the tables of
contents that Pages for the Mac inserted into documents, while undeniably helpful for the eventual readers of those documents, were not particularly
useful navigation tools for their writers.
The new Table of Contents view in the latest versions of Pages provides that navigational help. Appearing in a sidebar (on the Mac) or in a
popover (in iOS and in the iCloud app), the Table of Contents view automatically updates itself as you work on the document and provides a quick
way to move around the document—just click or tap an entry in the Table of Contents view to jump to it. As one would hope, populating a Table
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of Contents view is almost effortless. This new view provides other benefits as well.
Make a Navigable Table of Contents
Tables of contents in Pages are style-based: that is, a Table of Contents view lists those paragraphs in your document that have specific paragraph
styles applied to them.
Which styles? That’s up to you. Usually, you want table-of-contents entries to be short headings, so if your document has such headings, and you
have applied the same paragraph style to each of those headings, you can select that heading style for inclusion in the Table of Contents view.
You use the Select Styles editor to choose the paragraph styles that your Table of
Contents view looks for when it collects its entries. All three Pages apps have an Edit
button right at the top of their Table of Contents views that, when clicked or tapped,
displays this editor. The editor lists all the paragraph styles in the document with a
checkbox by each style: check the box and the paragraphs using that style show up in
the Table of Contents view. You can also establish a visual hierarchy among the
Table of Contents view’s entries by using the indent and outdent controls associated
with each style.
The default Blank template in Pages already includes a set of useful paragraph
styles, and four of those styles—Heading, Heading 2, Heading 3, and Heading
Red—have been preselected for inclusion in the Blank template’s Table of Contents
view. Use those styles in any document based on that template and you’ll
automatically have a usable Table of Contents view. Many of the other Pages
templates also provide pre-selected table-of-contents styles. Note that it doesn’t matter
Two paragraph styles have been chosen for inclusion
if you redefine how any of these styles look, or even if you rename them: as long as
in this Table of Contents view.
they’re selected for inclusion, paragraphs using those styles show up in the Table of
Contents view.
Include a Table of Contents in a Document’s Text
The new Table of Contents view does not prevent you from including a table of
contents within a document’s body text. You can still do that in Pages on the Mac,
and you can also now do so in Pages for iOS.
In fact, the new Table of Contents view simplifies the process: place your insertion
point where you want the table of contents to appear and then click or tap the Insert
Table of Contents button at the bottom of the Table of Contents view in either the
Mac or iOS versions, though not in the iCloud app. Doing that inserts all the entries
in the document’s Table of Contents view into the document, pre-selected and ready
for formatting.
Unfortunately, you don’t have a lot of formatting control over an inserted table of
contents. For example, you cannot select individual words or characters within an
inserted table of contents, but you can select all the entries at each level of the table of
contents. It’s all paragraph formatting, with no character-level overrides.

The default table-of-contents styles in a document
based on the Blank template.
When you select entries within an inserted table of contents, the
Format inspectors both on the Mac and in iOS offer a Text tab
that provides these formatting settings:
• You can set the typeface, color, style, and size.
• You can left-, center-, or right-justify the selected entries.
• You can adjust the spacing between lines and paragraphs.
• You can show or hide the page numbers on which each entry
begins.
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In addition, with the Format inspector on the Mac, you can set a tab stop that controls where the page numbers appear, and you can set leader
lines.
An inserted table of contents’ entries need not match those in the Table of Contents view—in other words, you can have a separate table of
contents for navigation than you have in the document. When you select an inserted table of contents, the Format inspectors on both the Mac and
in iOS let you customize styles: you can choose a different set of paragraph styles to define the inserted table of contents’ entries. You can also break
up the inserted table of contents so that, for example, each section of a document can have its own table of contents.
Why Enhance the Table of Contents Features Now?
Apple has been working hard for a while to bring its iOS iWork apps closer to functional parity with the Mac versions, and you can view the new
table-of-contents capabilities in Pages for iOS as just another step in that ongoing project. Why Apple would want to do this is hardly mysterious:
with the advent of the iPad Pro line, the company has been repositioning the iPad from being primarily a content-consumption device to being a
keyboard-optional mobile productivity device. Making iWork more capable on iPads advances that strategy.
But there’s a bit more going on than that, I think, when it comes to tables of contents in Pages. Of late, Apple has focused more of its energies and
resources on its Services business, a business that includes the Apple Books store. Pages has long been capable of exporting documents as EPUBs, the
standard format offered by Apple Books, and recently Apple included a new item on the Pages for Mac’s File menu and on the Pages for iOS’s
More (•••) menu: Publish to Apple Books. With that command, Pages users can easily create ebooks for sale or distribution through Apple Books.
The latest update to Pages released this week even includes a new Novel ebook template.
Where do the tables of contents in those ebooks come from? From the new, easy-to-use, almost-automatic (if you use the right styles) Table of
Contents view. If Apple wants to expand its book store offerings with self-published books, having a robust and user-friendly ebook-authoring app
included on every Mac and iOS device couldn’t hurt.
Whether this addition to Pages pays off in this broader way remains to be seen, of course, but even if most users never make an ebook with Pages,
many will still find the new Table of Contents view a useful addition. It represents what Apple can do when it’s at its best: providing powerful
capabilities in an attractive, easy-to-use package.
Backing Up VM Image Files to Internet Backup Services
by ADAM ENGST
Code 42, makers of the
CrashPlan backup service
for small businesses (but not
individuals, see “CrashPlan
Discontinues Consumer
Backups,” 22 August
2017), has announced that,
starting in May 2019, the
service would no longer
allow users to back up
applications, virtual
machine image files from
apps like Parallels Desktop
and VMware Fusion, and some backup files.
Code42 explains the change by saying that excluding these files will likely result in smaller backup archives and faster restores, syncs, and backups.
That’s obvious, no? If you eliminate large files from a backup, everything will run faster (and Code42 won’t need to add storage as quickly). More
troubling is the comment earlier on in the note, which says:
We have always recommended you not include applications or large files in your selection as they may not backup correctly.
Seriously? Code42 is actually admitting that CrashPlan may not back up large files correctly? Isn’t that Job #1 for any backup app?
Needless to say, Code42’s announcement perturbed some users, who notified us of the change. TidBITS member Peter Erbland said, “It seems
like it is defeating the purpose of an offsite cloud backup in case of a catastrophic loss of data.”
I was curious about Code42’s performance claims, however, so I checked with CrashPlan competitor Backblaze (which has sponsored TidBITS
in the recent past). Yev Pusin, Backblaze’s Director of Marketing, explained that Code42 wasn’t just making an obvious statement about smaller
archive sizes improving performance for a few reasons:
• On initial backup or when a lot of data changes, large files take a long time to upload. That’s to be expected, of course, but what people may not
realize is that smaller files can be blocked from uploading during that time, leaving them unprotected.
• After the initial upload, apps like Backblaze and CrashPlan do block-level data deduplication, which means that they analyze small blocks of
each file, compare them to what’s already backed up, and copy only those blocks that are new or changed. It might seem as though large files
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wouldn’t present a problem after initial
backup as long as they didn’t change all
that much. However, as Yev pointed out,
the resources necessary to analyze all the
blocks in a multi-gigabyte file are
significant—you need enough drive space
to store a copy of the file, and then the
backup app has to spend a lot more time
and CPU power analyzing all those blocks.
• On the restore side of the equation, if
you’ve been backing up a large VM image
for months, with changes happening
regularly, and then you need to restore it,
you’ll hit another performance problem.
That’s because the backup app needs to
reassemble all those individually backed-up
blocks into the current representation of
the file, and the more of those there are, the
longer it will take the backup servers to
provide your file.
For these reasons, Backblaze also excludes
VM image files and other large file types (it also
doesn’t back up system files or applications), as you can see in the app’s Exclusions screen.
So what should you do if you have a large VM image file that you want backed up? In fact, I’m in precisely this situation, since I have Parallels
Desktop set up to run a Windows app called HyTek Meet Manager for managing Finger Lakes Runners Club track meets. I use Meet Manager
infrequently—just six times per year for a day or two—but it’s vital that its data be backed up when I am using it so I wouldn’t have to recreate a
meet file if something bad happened.
With Backblaze at least, there are three solutions:
• Share a Mac folder with Windows in the virtual machine, and store all the essential data in that folder. This solution, which is what I do, is by
far the easiest and best since it ensures that all the Windows app data is backed up just like Mac app data.
• Back up the VM image file as it exists on the drive. Although Backblaze excludes VM image file types by default, nothing prevents you from
editing that exclusion list and removing the file type corresponding with your image file. However, it will impact performance in the ways
discussed above.
• Install the Windows version of Backblaze within the virtual machine and set it to back up the important Windows app data. Unfortunately,
this approach requires buying another license for Backblaze since it thinks it’s running on another computer. It’s not a very satisfying solution
unless you work in the virtual machine all the time and have a lot of data that can’t easily be stored in a shared Mac folder.
As much as it’s easy to think of Internet backup services as being complete backups, they just aren’t. There’s no point in backing up system files in
particular because no Internet backup service I’m aware of can perform a “bare-metal” restore after reformatting a Mac’s drive.
(Interestingly, the company in the best position to provide a complete backup service is Apple, since Macs already have Internet Recovery for
reinstalling macOS, and iOS devices can back up to and restore from iCloud without needing a computer with iTunes involved. If Apple ever
decides it needs more Services revenue, all it needs to do is let Macs back up to iCloud as well and sell a lot more iCloud storage. That would be a
significant hit to existing Internet backup services.)
While applications can usually be backed up and restored, that’s an awful lot of data to analyze, transfer, and store in a situation where you can
generally redownload with just a few clicks. The Microsoft Office suite is 8.6 GB on its own, and the big four of Adobe’s Acrobat, Illustrator,
InDesign, and Photoshop weigh in at 5.6 GB. Apple’s iWork suite of Pages, Numbers, and Keynote is svelte in comparison at 1.8 GB.
But remember, an Internet backup service is only one part of a solid backup strategy, and it should always be seen as the backup of last resort, the
one you turn to if everything else is lost. Spending a little time reinstalling macOS and downloading apps isn’t the end of the world—losing your
actual data is.
So whether you’re using Backblaze or CrashPlan or some other Internet backup service, always make sure that you also have a local versioned
backup made by something like Time Machine and a bootable duplicate created by something like SuperDuper, Carbon Copy Cloner, or
Chronosync. The versioned backup lets you recover an older version of a file that became corrupted or was damaged by human error and then
saved, and the bootable duplicate enables you to get up and running as quickly as possible if your entire drive dies. For the best and most complete
backup advice, see Joe Kissell’s Take Control of Backing Up Your Mac, Third Edition.
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HOW TO FIND US
General meeting:
SMMUG General Meetings are held on the SECOND Monday of
each month at Fire Station 14 located at 1875 Dublin Blvd (at the
intersection of North Academy and Dublin).
Directions:
From Academy, go east on Dublin and then turn right on
the very first street. There is parking on the west and south
sides of the Fire Station (with additional parking located to
the north and further west of the Fire Station). The entrance
is on the west side of the building.
Smoking is not permitted on the premises.

Sig meeting:
The SIG Meetings are held on the SECOND Saturday of each month at the CityMac store located within the University Village Shopping
Center at 5020 North Nevada. CityMac sits right next to the Xfnity Office and is across the street from Costco.
Directions:
Take I-25 to Garden of the Gods Rd. heading East. Turn left on Nevada and then left on Eagle Rock Road. Drive past two
intersections and then park on the left in front of the CityMac Store
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About Us
The Silicon Mountain Macintosh User Group, Inc. (a nonprofit educational corporation) was formed in Colorado Springs,
Colorado in 1985, and is one of the oldest Macintosh User Groups in the United States. SMMUG, Inc. is dedicated to helping
members enjoy and learn about their Macintosh computer, iPhone and iPad devices.
Club membership is open to everyone and you are cordially invited to visit our free monthly General Meeting on the second
Monday of each month, at 7:00 PM. For those new to the Macintosh, we have a Question & Answer session at 6:00 PM, where
our collective expertise can help answer your questions.
All members receive a monthly newsletter, published on our web site, see great reviews of software and hardware, or can
participate in the monthly door prize drawing. Each member gets one vote during annual Oﬃcer Elections. No corporate
memberships are granted.
Our oﬃcers are volunteers and receive no pay. All funds raised are used for the cost of operating the club and its meetings.

Membership Application Form
Membership entitles you to access to our online forums, participation in prize drawings, and access to the
bargains in the members area of the SMMUG website at www. smmug.org. SMMUG renewal membership dues
($30) apply to the calendar year and are paid each December for the following year. Use the following table for
NEW MEMBERSHIP ONLY:

JAN 1 to MAR 31 - $30.00
JUL 1 to SEPT 30 - $15.00
Please Print Clearly!
Name
Street Address
City/State/ZIP
Home Telephone
E-mail Address
Have you previously been a member of SMMUG?
How did you learn about SMMUG?

APR 1 to JUN 30 - $20.00
OCT 1 to DEC 31 - $10.00
Today’s Date

Business Telephone

Make your check payable to: SMMUG
Then mail or give this form and your check to:
SMMUG, Inc.
2100 Wood Avenue
Colorado Springs, CO 80907-6718

Please make an online account for me.
User Name _______________
Don’t make an online account for me.
I do not want one or I already have

